
Drift It!

**About Drift It**

In Drift It! you can experience first-class drift action on your smartphone or tablet. All racetracks

can be played alone or in multiplayer mode.

Drift It! is a racing game of a special kind. This racing game for smartphones and tablets is all

about drifting. Since you race on endless tracks, it’s your goal to collect as many points as

possible and to beat the high score. Your vehicle drifts by tapping the screen at the right time and

releasing it in time. Only if you can prove good timing and drift skillfully around the corners, you

can make it to the top of the leaderboard. You have more than 20 vehicles available, which can be

individually modified and optimized. Another special feature of Drift It! is that you can play the

game both alone and against your friends or other players from around the world.

**Drift It! - Features:** 

- Drift on exciting racetracks: As the name of the app already reveals, you have to drift properly in

Drift It! Unlike other racing games, this racing arcade game is not about driving a vehicle as fast as

possible over a winding track, but to drift around as many corners as possible. Your car drives by

itself, you just have to control the drift of the vehicle. In order that your vehicle drifts around

curves, which are usually marked in yellow on the racetrack, you just have to tap on the screen and

release it at the right time. If your timing is especially good, you can even make a perfect drift and

score extra points. If you touch the screen too early or you release it too late, the round is over and

you have to start all over again.

- Choose the right vehicle: In Drift It! you have more than 20 vehicles available. Of course, every

vehicle has its own characteristics and skills. You also have the option to modify or customize the

vehicle of your choice. When you level-up your car, you can score even more points. 

- Compete against friends: You can play Drift It! both in single player and in multiplayer mode.

Challenge your friends or other players from around the world for an exciting and action-packed

drift duel.

Conclusion: Drift It! convinces not only by entertaining and varied drift routes in endless mode, but

also by a large selection of vehicles that can be individually designed and modified. Another

special feature of the racing arcade game is that there is both a single player and a multiplayer

mode.


